














































































































1 Pelletized C Standard Atmospheric Ambient
2 Pelletized C Standard Atmospheric 1100
3 Substrate E Standard Atmospheric Ambient
4 Substrate E Standard Atmospheric Ambient
5 Substrate E Pulsed Atmospheric Ambient
6 Pelletized B Standard Atmospheric Ambient
7 Pelletized B Standard Atmospheric 1100
8 Substrate D Standard Atmospheric Ambient
9-12 Substrate D Pulsed Atmospheric Ambient
13 Substrate D Long Duration Atmospheric Ambient
MSFC
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Pics…
Thruster on Test Stand






















































Predicting chamber pressure is imperative to estimating the performance of the thruster. 
Pressure drops are guided by analysis of the following components and equations:
Pressure drop through the catalyst bed (Ergun Equation):
Component Sizing:
Configurable components:
• Catalyst bed geometry
• Valve sizing
• Orifice Sizing
• Flow meter sizing
• Relief valve setting
• Regulator pressure
MSFC
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Results: Baseline
Max temp: 1101 °F; Max Thrust: slightly below predicted; Max Isp: 195 s
MSFC
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Results: Effect of Catalyst Bed Length
Max temp: 1073 °F; Max Thrust: below predicted; Max Isp: 180 s
MSFC
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Results: Effect of Catalyst Type 
Max temp: 1202 °F; Max Thrust: below predicted; Max Isp: 134 s; Catalyst crushed
MSFC
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Results: Effect of Heating
Max temp: 1250 °F; Max Thrust: nominal; Max Isp: 221 s
MSFC
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Results: Specific Impulse vs. Time 
 






























































Isp of Configura on C, No Preh t Isp of Configura on B, No Prehe t
Isp of Configuration E, No Preheat Isp of Configuration C, Pellets preheated to 1100 F
MSFC
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Thank You!
